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Abstract—We consider the joint constellation design problem
for the two-user non-coherent multiple-access channel. Based
on an analysis on the non-coherent maximum-likelihood (ML)
detection error, we propose novel design criteria so as to minimize
the error probability. Based on these criteria, we propose a simple
and efficient construction consisting in partitioning a single-user
constellation. Numerical results show that our proposed metrics
are meaningful, and can be used as objectives to generate con-
stellations through numerical optimization that perform better
than other schemes for the same transmission rate and power.
Index Terms—non-coherent communications, multiple-access
channel, Grassmannian constellation, ML detector.
I. INTRODUCTION
In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications,
it is usually assumed that the channel state information (CSI)
is known or estimated (typically by sending pilots and/or
using feedback), and then used for precoding at the transmitter
and detection at the receiver. This is known as the coherent
approach. On the other hand, in the non-coherent approach, the
transmission and reception mechanisms are designed without
using the a priori knowledge of the CSI [1], [2], [3]. In
this paper, we consider the latter approach for the MIMO
multiple-access channel (MAC) in block fading, that is, the
channel remains unchanged during each coherence block of
length T ≥ 2 and varies independently between blocks.
In the single-user case with isotropic Rayleigh fading, the
optimal input signal at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
shown to be isotropic and uniformly distributed in the Grass-
mann manifold on CT [1], [2]. Information is carried in the
subspace of the transmitted signal matrix. The intuition behind
this is that the signal subspace is not affected by the random
fading coefficients. Motivated by this, there has been extensive
research on the design of non-coherent constellations as a
set of points on the Grassmann manifold. Many of these so-
called Grassmannian constellation designs have been proposed,
with a common criterion of maximizing the minimum pairwise
chordal distance between the symbols [4], [5], [6].
In the multi-user case, a straightforward extension of the
single-user coherent approach is through the time division
multiple access (TDMA) strategy, i.e., only one user is active
at a time and transmits with an optimal single-user con-
stellation. Another straightforward extension is to divide the
coherent block into two parts: 1) the training part in which
orthogonal pilots are sent to estimate the CSI for each user,
and 2) the data transmission part in which different users com-
municate simultaneously [7]. Although this approach achieves
the optimal degree-of-freedom (DoF) region in the two-user
SIMO MAC [8], its optimality in terms of achievable rate and
detection error remains unclear. In the massive SIMO regime
and when the channel changes rapidly, some non-coherent
modulation schemes have been proposed based on amplitude
shift keying [9], or differential phase shift keying [10]. In [11],
a precoding-based multiple-access scheme allowing efficient
detection is proposed, but offers no performance guarantee.
To our knowledge, there is no simple and effective joint
constellation construction criterion in the literature.
In this work, we consider the two-user MIMO MAC and
aim to design the joint constellation and transmit powers so as
to minimize the maximum likelihood (ML) symbol detection
error. To this end, we analyze the worst-case pairwise error
probability and derive a design metric which is the minimum
expected pairwise log-likelihood ratio (PLLR) over the joint
constellation. Furthermore, from the dominant term of the
expected PLLR at the high-SNR regime, we obtain a simplified
metric that can be used for joint constellation construction.
Specifically, for any given pair of constellation sizes, we can
optimize the proposed metric over the set of signal matrices.
In the case of symmetrical constellation size, we propose a
simple construction consisting in partitioning a single-user con-
stellation. Numerical results show that our proposed metrics
are meaningful and effective, and the resulting constellations
outperform a common pilot-based scheme and the precoding
design in [11].
In the following, we first present the system model and
formulate the problem. Then, we analyze the detection error
probability and derive the design metric. A new construction
in the symmetrical case is given, followed by some numerical
results. The proofs can be found in the appendices.
Notation: Random quantities are denoted with non-italic
letters with sans-serif fonts, e.g., a scalar x, a vector v,
and a matrix M. Deterministic quantities are denoted with
italic letters, e.g., a scalar x, a vector v , and a matrix M .
The Euclidean norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖ and the Frobenius
norm ‖ · ‖F . The trace, transpose and conjugated trans-
pose of M are denoted tr (M ), M T and M H, respectively.
[n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. The logarithm log(·) is to base e. The
Grassmann manifold G(CT ,M) is defined as the space of M -
dimensional subspaces in CT . In particular, G(CT , 1) is the
Grassmannian of lines.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PERFORMANCE METRIC
We consider a MIMO MAC consisting of a receiver
equipped with N antennas and two users, user k with Mk
antennas, k = 1, 2. The channel is assumed to be flat and
block fading with equal-length and synchronous (across the
users) coherence interval of length T ≥ 2. That is, the
channel matrix Hk ∈ CN×Mk of user k remains constant
within each coherence block of T channel uses and changes
independently between blocks. Furthermore, the distribution
of Hk is assumed to be known to the receiver, but its realiza-
tions are unknown to both ends of the channel. We consider
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading,
namely, the rows of H:=[H1 H2] are independent and follow
CN (0, IM1+M2).
Within a coherence block t, t = 1, 2, . . ., each user k sends a
signal matrix symbol Xk ∈ CT×Mk , and the receiver observes
Y[t] = X1[t]H
T
1[t] +X2[t]H
T
2[t] +Z[t], (1)
where the additive noise Z ∈ CT×N has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries
independent of H1 and H2. We consider the power constraint
1
n
∑n
t=1 ‖Xk[t]‖2F ≤ PkT, k = 1, 2, where n is the number
of blocks spanned by a codeword. Thus, Pk is the SNR of
the transmitted signal of user k at each receive antenna. For
convenience, let us define P := max{P1, P2}.
We assume that the transmitted symbol Xk takes value from
a finite constellation Xk of fixed size |Xk| = 2RkT , where Rk
(bits/channel use) is the transmission rate. Let us focus on one
block and omit the block index, and rewrite (1) as
Y = XHT +Z = [X1 X2][H1 H2]
T +Z,
where the concatenated signal matrix X := [X1 X2] takes
value from X := {[X 1 X 2] : Xk ∈ Xk}. Our goal is to
derive the desirable properties of the set couple (X1,X2) for a
given rate pair (R1, R2) to achieve low symbol detection error
probability.
Remark 1. In the trivial case where one of the users, say
user 2, has zero rate (R2 = 0), the joint constellation design
problem boils down to the single-user constellation design.
The likelihood function pY|X is given by
pY|X(Y |X ) = exp(−tr(Y
H(IT +XX
H)−1Y ))
πNTdetN (IT +XX
H)
. (2)
Therefore, given the received symbol Y = Y , the maximum
likelihood (ML) symbol detector is then
Ξ(Y ) = arg max
X∈X
(− tr((IT +XX H)−1Y Y H)
−N log det(IT +XX H)
)
.
We aim to design the constellations X1 and X2 so as to
minimize the ML detection error Pe(X )=P (Ξ(Y) 6=X), i.e.,
X ∗ = argmax
X
Pe(X ). (3)
Since the likelihood function depends on the symbol X only
through XX H, the following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 1 (Identifiability condition). With the ML detector,
the joint constellation X must satisfy XX H 6=X ′X ′H for any
pair of distinct symbols X and X ′ in X .
Remark 2. Although we do not consider correlated fading,
we remark that if there is correlation between the antennas
of the same user, namely, the rows of H are independent and
follow CN (0,R) with R := [R1 0
0 R2
]
where Rk is a Mk×Mk
positive definite matrix, the solution to (3) can be expressed
as X¯k = {XkR−1/2k :Xk ∈X ∗k } where X ∗k , k = 1, 2, are the
solution to (3) for the considered uncorrelated fading but with
a new power constraint 1n
∑n
t=1 ‖Xk[t]R−1/2k ‖2F ≤ PkT, k =
1, 2.
In the next section, we derive more specific design criteria.
III. CONSTELLATION DESIGN CRITERIA
With X uniformly distributed inX , Pe(X ) can be written as
Pe(X ) = 1|X |
∑
X∈X
P (Ξ(Y) 6=X |X =X ) . (4)
Denoting the pairwise error event {X→X ′} :={pY|X(Y|X ) ≤
pY|X(Y|X ′)|X =X}, we have the following bounds on Pe(X )
1
|X | maxX,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′ P(X→X
′)
≤ Pe(X ) ≤ (|X | − 1) max
X,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′
P(X→X ′).
We see that for a given |X |, the symbol detection error Pe(X )
vanishes if and only if the worst-case pairwise error probabil-
ity (PEP), max
X,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′
P(X→X ′), vanishes. Therefore, our
goal from now on is to minimize the worst-case PEP. Let us
rewrite the PEP as P(X →X ′) = P(L(X →X ′) ≤ 0) with
the PLLR L(X→X ′) :=log pY|X(Y|X)pY|X(Y|X ′) . Using (2), we obtain
L(X→X ′) = N log det
(
IT +X
′X ′
H
)
det
(
IT +XX
H
)
− tr
((
(IT+XX
H)−1 − (IT+X ′X ′H)−1
)
YY
H
)
. (5)
Observe that L(X→X ′) is a shifted weighted sum of Gamma
random variables involving possibly both positive and negative
weights. Therefore, P(L(X→X ′) ≤ 0) is hard to compute in
general. We resort to the following bound on the PEP
P
(
L(X→X ′)≤0)≤ Var[L(X→X ′)]
Var
[
L(X→X ′)]+E[L(X→X ′)]2 (6)
which follows from Cantelli’s inequality. Note that the upper
bound decreases with E
[
L(X→X ′)]2/Var[L(X→X ′)]. We
choose to relax the problem into maximizing the expected
PLLR E
[
L(X → X ′)]. Although maximizing E[L(X →
X ′)
]2
/Var
[
L(X → X ′)] and maximizing E[L(X → X ′)]
are equivalent only when Var
[
L(X → X ′)] is constant over
different symbol pairs, the relaxation makes the problem
tractable.
We further justify our choice by pointing out the connection
of our problem to the following hypothesis testing problem.
Let us consider two hypotheses: H0 : {yi}Ni=1 ∼ CN (0, IT +
XX H) and H1 : {yi}Ni=1 ∼ CN
(
0, IT + X
′X ′
H
)
where
{yi}Ni=1 are realizations of N columns of Y. Then, the PEP
P(X → X ′) can be seen as the type-1 error probability of
the optimal likelihood ratio test. From (6) and the fact that
E
[
L(X→X ′)]2/Var[L(X→X ′)]→∞ as N →∞, we have
that P(X → X ′) → 0 as N → ∞ for any constellation sat-
isfying the identifiability condition in Proposition 1. (A proof
is given in Appendix A.) Switching the symbols’ roles, we
deduce that P(X ′ → X ) ≤ ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2) for N large enough.
Then, from the Chernoff-Stein Lemma [12, Thm.11.8.3], we
have that
lim
N→∞
1
N logP(X→X ′)
= −D(CN (0, IT +XX H) ‖ CN (0, IT +X ′X ′H))
= −E[L(X→X ′)],
where D(·‖·) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. There-
fore, in the massive MIMO regime, maximizing E
[
L(X →
X ′)
]
maximizes the pairwise error exponent with respect to
the number of receive antennas.
Therefore, we consider the following design criterion
X ∗ = argmax
X
min
X,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′
E
[
L(X→X ′)]. (7)
It follows from (5) and E[YYH] = N
(
IT +XX
H) that
E
[
L(X→X ′)] = N log det(IT +X ′X ′H)
det
(
IT +XX
H
) −N
+Ntr
(
(I +X ′X ′
H
)−1
)
+Ntr
(
(IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
.
Lemma 1. Let X and X ′ be such that (s.t.) ‖X‖2F =
Θ(P ) and ‖X ′‖2F = Θ(P ), as P → ∞. We have tr
(
(IT +
X ′X ′
H
)−1
)
=O(1); log det(IT+X
′X ′H)
det(IT+XXH)
= O(1) if Span(X ) =
Span(X ′) and Θ(logP ) otherwise. Furthermore, tr
(
(IT +
X ′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
= O(1) if Span(X ) = Span(X ′) and Θ(P )
otherwise.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.
We see that the only term that can scale up linearly with P
is d(X→X ′) := tr((IT +X ′X ′H)−1XX H). Let dmin(X ) :=
min
X,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′
d(X→X ′), and we have the following design
criterion
X ∗ = argmax
X
dmin(X ). (8)
A. The Single-User Case
In the single-user case with M transmit antenna, it is
known that the high-SNR optimal input signal belongs to the
Grassmann manifold [2]. We consider Grassmannian constel-
lation [4] X ⊂ G(CT ,M), thus X HX = PTM IM , ∀X ∈ X . It
follows that
d(X→X ′) = PT
(
1− αP,T,M ‖X
′HX‖2F
(PT )2
)
,
where αP,T,M :=
(
1
PT +
1
M
)−1
. Therefore,
the design criterion (8) is equivalent to X =
argmin
X
max
X,X ′∈X :X 6=X ′
‖X ′HX‖2F . This coincides with
the common criterion of maximizing the minimum pairwise
chordal distance [13], [4], [5], [6].
B. The Two-User Case
In the two-user case, we assume for simplicity that M1 =
M2 =M , although the general case follows straightforwardly.
We first develop
d(X →X ′) = tr(X H1(IT +X ′X ′H)−1X 1)
+ tr
(
X H2(IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1X 2
)
,
where we recall that X := [X 1 X 2], X
′ := [X ′1 X
′
2] with
Xk,X
′
k ∈ Xk, k ∈ {1, 2}, and X ′ 6=X . There are two types
of error event.
1) Simultaneous detection error, i.e., X 1 6=X ′1, X 2 6=X ′2:
d(X→X ′) = tr(X H1(IT+X ′1X ′H1+X ′2X ′H2)−1X 1)
+ tr
(
X H2(IT+X
′H
1X
′
1+X
′H
2X
′
2)
−1X 2
)
.
2) One sided detection error, i.e., Xk = X
′
k, X l 6= X ′l, k 6=
l ∈ {1, 2}:
d(X→X ′) = tr(X Hk(IT+XkX Hk+X ′lX ′Hl )−1Xk)
+ tr
(
X Hl (IT +X
′H
kX
′
k +X
′H
lX
′
l)
−1X l
)
.
Let us define
d12(X ) := min
X1 6=X ′1∈X1
X2∈X2
tr
(
X H1(IT+X
′
1X
′H
1+X2X
H
2)
−1X 1
)
, (9)
d21(X ) := min
X2 6=X ′2∈X2
X ′1∈X1
tr
(
X H2(IT+X 1X
H
1+X
′
2X
′H
2)
−1X 2
)
.
Since tr
(
X Hk(IT +XkX
H
k+X
′
lX
′H
l )
−1Xk
) ≤ M , ∀ k 6= l,
considering both types of error, we obtain
min {d12(X ), d21(X )} ≤ dmin(X )
≤ min {d12(X ), d21(X )} +M.
Therefore, dmin(X ) is within a constant gap to
min {d12(X ), d21(X )}, and dmin(X ) scales linearly with P
when P is large if and only if min {d12(X ), d21(X )} does so.
Based on this observation, we propose the following design
criterion
X ∗ = argmax
X
min {d12(X ), d21(X )} . (10)
Note that the above metric, though simplified, is not convex
and is hard to optimize. Nevertheless, since each of the
traces in d12(X ) and d21(X ) involves a symbol pair in
the constellation of one user and a symbol from the other
user’s constellation, we propose a method to approximately
solve (10) as follows. First X1 and X2 are initialized. Then,
we iteratively alternate between fixing X2, optimizing X1
by X1 = argmaxX1 d12(X ), and fixing X1, optimizing X2
by X2 = argmaxX2 d21(X ). We refer to this as alternating
optimization. It has fewer variables to optimize than directly
solving (7), (8), or (10).
IV. THE SYMMETRICAL RATE CASE
In the following, we focus on the case with symmetrical
user rate. In addition, we let the average power of both
constellations to be the same to further simplify the opti-
mization.1 To further reduce the solution space, we make the
(suboptimal) assumption that the individual constellations are
from the Grassmann manifold. From the practical perspective,
this is desirable since the constellation is oblivious to the
presence of the other user.
Nevertheless, there must be constraints between the symbols
of different users. For instance, if the constellations are such
that X 1 =X 2 can occur, then d12(X ) and d21(X ) are upper-
bounded by a constant. This can be developed in a formal
way as follows. An upper bound can be obtained by removing
either term inside the inverse, namely,
d12(X ) ≤ min
{
min
X1 6=X ′1∈X1
tr
(
X H1(IT +X
′
1X
′H
1)
−1X 1
)
,
min
X1∈X1,X2∈X2
tr
(
X H1(IT +X 2X
H
2)
−1X 1
)}
, (11)
d21(X ) ≤ min
{
min
X2 6=X ′2∈X2
tr
(
X H2(IT +X
′
2X
′H
2)
−1X 2
)
,
min
X1∈X1,X2∈X2
tr
(
X H2(IT +X 1X
H
1)
−1X 2
)}
. (12)
Therefore, for d12(X ) and d21(X ) to be large, the upper
bounds must be large. The next proposition makes the argu-
ment precise.
Proposition 2 (Necessary condition). Let X1 and X2 be s.t.
X HkXk =
PT
M IM , ∀Xk ∈ Xk, k ∈ {1, 2}. If the following
lower bound on the d-values holds for some c ∈ [0, 1/M ]
min {d12(X ), d21(X )} ≥ PT (1− αP,T,M c) ,
where αP,T,M :=
(
1
PT +
1
M
)−1
, then we must have
1
(PT )2
max
{
max
X1 6=X ′1∈X1
∥∥X ′H1X 1∥∥2F , maxX2 6=X ′2∈X2
∥∥X ′H2X 2∥∥2F ,
max
X1∈X1,X2∈X2
‖X H2X 1‖2F
}
≤ c. (13)
Proof. The proof follows the same steps as in the single-user
case, applying on the upper bounds (11) and (12).
1Note that using maximum power for both users may be suboptimal for
non-coherent MAC.
The above shows that symbol pairs from different users
should fulfill similar distance criteria as symbol pairs from
the same constellation when it comes to identifiability condi-
tions. However, it is unclear whether (13) alone is enough to
guarantee a large d-value. In the following, we shall show that
these conditions are indeed sufficient if c is small.
Proposition 3 (Sufficient condition). Let X1 and X2 be s.t.
X HkXk =
PT
M IM , ∀Xk ∈ Xk, k ∈ {1, 2}. If
1
(PT )2
max
{
max
X1 6=X ′1∈X1
∥∥X ′H1X 1∥∥2F , maxX2 6=X ′2∈X2
∥∥X ′H2X 2∥∥2F ,
max
X1∈X1,X2∈X2
‖X H2X 1‖2F
}
≤ c,
for some c ∈ [0, 1/M ], then we have
min {d12(X ), d21(X )}≥PT
(
1−2( 1PT + 1M−√c)−1c). (14)
Proof. Please see Appendix C.
The two propositions above motivates the following simpli-
fied design criterion
X ∗ = argmin
X
max
{
max
X1 6=X ′1∈X1
∥∥X ′H1X 1∥∥2F ,
max
X2 6=X ′2∈X2
∥∥X ′H2X 2∥∥2F , maxX1∈X1,X2∈X2 ∥∥X H2X 1∥∥2F
}
.
Based on this criterion, we propose a construction as
follows. Let XSU be a single-user constellation satisfying
1
(PT )2 maxX 6=X ′∈XSU
‖X ′HX‖2F ≤ c, for some c ∈
[
0, 1M
]
. Then,
we can generate X1 and X2 by partitioning XSU into two
disjoint subsets. In this way, from Proposition 3, we can
guarantee that
dmin(X1,X2) ≥ PT
(
1− 2( 1PT + 1M −√c)−1 c) . (15)
In other words, with such a construction, the joint constellation
design problem becomes essentially an individual constellation
design problem. A random partition would be sufficient to
guarantee (15), although one can smartly partition the set
XSU to improve over (15). The optimal partition problem is
equivalent to a min-max graph bipartitioning problem. Also
note that for the right-hand side of (15) to scale linearly with
P , we must have that c <
[(
1
2PT +
1
2M +
1
16
)1/2 − 14]2. This
limits the size of the initial single-user constellation XSU.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we consider the single transmit antenna
case (M1 = M2 = 1) and focus on the symmetrical rate
setting R1 = R2 = B/T with equal power of both users.
We assume Grassmannian signaling, i.e., each constellation
symbol is a unit vector representative of a point on G(CT , 1)
scaled with
√
PT . We solve numerically (7), (8), and the
alternating optimization. In general, we want to solve the opti-
mization on the manifold max
X=X1×X2
min
X 6=X ′∈X
f(X,X ′), where
Xk ⊂ G(CT , 1), k ∈ {1, 2}, and f(X,X ′) is customized
according to the considered criterion. For smoothness, we use
the approximationmaxi xi ≈ ǫ log
∑
i exp(xi/ǫ) with a small
ǫ and obtain minX=X1×X2 ǫ log
∑
X 6=X ′∈X exp
(− f(X,X ′)ǫ ).
In Appendix D, we compute the gradient of this new objective
function. Finally, we resort to the manopt toolbox [14] to solve
the optimization by gradient descent on the manifold for a
fixed SNR of P = 30 dB (even when the performance of the
resulting constellations is benchmarked at other SNR values).
We compare the performance of the constellations optimized
with the proposed criteria and the precoding design in [11]
(with Precoder Type II therein), and a coherent pilot-based
scheme with orthogonal pilots and quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM) data symbols. In the pilot-based scheme, the
receiver uses ML decoder or a systematic decoder consisting
of minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) channel estimation,
MMSE equalization, and QAM demapper.
In Fig. 1, we plot the joint symbol error rate (SER) (4)
of these schemes for T = 5, B = 5, and N = 4. We
observe that the constellations optimized with the metrics
minX 6=X ′∈X E
[
L(X→X ′)] (7) and dmin(X ) (8) achieve sim-
ilar performance and are the best among the schemes with the
same rate pair. The performance of the alternatively optimized
constellation is slightly inferior to that and performs better the
pilot-based scheme at SNR < 18 dB. The partitioning design
(with random partition) and the precoding design [11] have
similar performance.
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Fig. 1. The joint SER of the proposed constellations compared to the
precoding design [11] and a pilot-based scheme for T = 5, B = 5, and
N = 4.
In the same setting, we show the values of the met-
rics minX 6=X ′∈X E
[
L(X → X ′)] and dmin(X ) for these
schemes in Fig. 2. As can be seen, dmin(X ) is very close to
minX 6=X ′∈X E
[
L(X→X ′)] for SNR ≥ 20 dB. The schemes
with low ML SER in Fig. 1 has a large value of these metrics.
This confirms that our proposed metrics are meaningful for
constellation design and evaluation.
In Fig. 3, we consider larger constellations (B = 8) for
which numerical solutions to (7), (8), and the alternating
optimization become cumbersome. However, the random par-
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titioning construction, which is based on our metrics, achieves
good performance and outperforms the pilot-based scheme.
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Fig. 3. The joint SER of the partitioning design in comparison with the
precoding design and a pilot-based scheme for T ∈{5, 6}, B=8, and N=4.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work is our first attempt of joint constellation design
for non-coherent MIMO MAC. We have derived some closed-
form metrics which turned out to be effective for such purpose.
A next step is to investigate the asymmetrical rate case in
which power optimization also plays a key role.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF THAT lim
N→∞
P(X →X ′) = 0 FOR ANY PAIR OF
DISTINCT SYMBOLSX ANDX ′ OF AN IDENTIFIABLE JOINT
CONSTELLATION
Recall that P(X → X ′) = P(L(X → X ′) ≤ 0). Let
Y0 := (IT +XX
H)−
1
2Y be a “whitened” version of Y, then
Y0 is a Gaussian matrix with independent columns following
CN (0, IT ). Let
Λ := (IT +XX
H)
1
2 (IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1(IT +XX
H)
1
2 − IT .
From (5), we develop L(X→X ′) as
L(X→X ′) = −N log det(IT +Λ) + tr(ΛY0YH0)
= −N log det(IT +Λ) +
T∑
i=1
λigi,
where λ1, . . . , λT are T eigenvalues of Λ, and g1, . . . , gT are
independent Gamma random variables with shape N and scale
1. It follows that
E
[
L(X→X ′)] = −N log det(IT +Λ) + T∑
i=1
λi
= −N log det(IT +Λ) +Ntr(Λ),
Var
[
L(X→X ′)] = N T∑
i=1
λ2i = Ntr
(
Λ2
)
.
For any joint constellation satisfying the identifiability condi-
tion in Proposition 1, we have XX H 6= X ′X ′H, thus Λ 6= 0.
Therefore, tr(Λ)− log det(IT +Λ) is strictly larger than 0. We
have that
E
[
L(X→X ′)]2
Var
[
L(X→X ′)] = N
(
tr(Λ)− log det(IT +Λ)
)2
tr (Λ2)
→∞, as N →∞.
From this and (6), we conclude that lim
N→∞
P(X →X ′) = 0 for
any pair of distinct symbolsX andX ′ of a joint constellation
satisfying the identifiability condition.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
tr
((
IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1)
= O(1) is straightforwardly because
the eigenvalues of (IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1 are all smaller than 1.
The input matrixX can be decomposed into an orthonormal
matrix W ∈ CT×(M1+M2) whose columns span the column
space of X and a full-rank spanning matrix D . That is X =
WDH, where ‖D‖2F = Θ(P ). Similarly, X ′ = W ′D ′
H
, for
some orthonormal matrix W ′ ∈ CT×(M1+M2) and some full-
rank spanning matrices D ′ s.t. ‖D ′‖2F = Θ(P ). We assume
without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) that the column subspaces
ofX andX ′ share r ≤M1+M2 eigenmodes and thus express
W and W ′ as
W = [U V ], and W ′ = [U V ′], (16)
with U ∈ CT×r, V ∈ CT×(M1+M2−r), and V ′ ∈
CT×(M1+M2−r) s.t. U HU = I, V HV = I, V ′
H
V ′ = I,
U HV = 0, U HV ′ = 0, and V HV ′ = 0. In the following, σi(M )
denotes the i-th eigenvalue of a matrixM in decreasing order.
1) Proof that log
det
(
IT+X
′X ′H
)
det(IT+XXH)
= O(1) if Span(X ) =
Span(X ′) and Θ(logP ) otherwise: The following lemma is
useful for our proof.
Lemma 2. Consider T × T Hermitian matrices A and B
whose entries are functions of a parameter P . Assuming that
‖B‖2F = O(1) as P →∞, then
σi(A +B) = σi(A) +O(1), ∀i ∈ [T ], P →∞. (17)
Proof. From the Hoffman-Wielandt Theorem [15,
Them.6.3.5], we have that
T∑
i=1
(σi(C )− σi(D))2 ≤ ‖C −D‖2F , (18)
for T × T Hermitian matrices C and D . Then, (17) follows
by applying (18) with C = A +B and D =B .
Let
Γ = (IT +X
′X ′
H
)(IT +XX
H)−1
=X ′X ′
H
(IT +XX
H)−1 + (IT +XX
H)−1.
Applying Lemma 2 with A =X ′X ′
H
(IT +XX
H)−1 and B =
(IT +XX
H)−1, we have that
σi(Γ) = σi
(
X ′X ′
H
(IT +XX
H)−1
)
+O(1)
=
{
σi
(
X ′
H
(IT+XX
H)−1X ′
)
+O(1), i ≤M1+M2,
O(1), i > M1+M2.
(19)
Recalling the decomposition X = WDH, we have that
XX H =WΣW H withΣ :=DHD . LetW⊥ be the orthonormal
complement of W , i.e., [W W ⊥] is an unitary matrix. We
can write that IT +XX
H = W (IT +Σ)W
H +W⊥W
H
⊥, and
(IT+XX
H)−1 =W
(
IT+Σ
)−1
W H+W⊥W
H
⊥. We can expand
X ′
H
(IT+XX )
−1X ′
H
=X ′
H
W (IT+Σ)
−1W HX ′
+X ′
H
W⊥W
H
⊥X
′. (20)
Recalling that X ′ =W ′D′
H
and using (16), we have that
X ′
H
W (IT +Σ)
−1W HX ′
=D ′
H
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
(IT +Σ)
−1
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
D ′
=D ′
H
1(Ir +Σ1)
−1D ′1,
where D ′1 contains the first r columns of D
′
and Σ1 denotes
the top-left r × r block of Σ, respectively. Therefore,
‖X ′HW (IT +Σ)−1W HX ′‖2F ≤
‖D ′1‖2F
1 + σmin(Σ1)
= O(1),
where σmin(Σ1) is the smallest eigenvalue of Σ1. With
this, we apply Lemma 2 to (20) and obtain σi
(
X ′
H
(IT +
XX H)−1X ′
)
= σi
(
X ′
H
W ⊥W
H
⊥X
′)+O(1). Plugging this in
(19), we get that
σi(Γ) =
{
σi
(
X ′
H
W ⊥W
H
⊥X
′)+O(1), i ≤M1 +M2,
O(1), i > M1 +M2,
=
{
Θ(P ), i ≤M1 +M2 − r,
O(1), i > M1 +M2 − r.
If Span (X ) = Span
(
X ′
)
, we have that r = M1 + M2,
thus σi(Γ) = O(1) for all i ∈ [T ]. Thus log det(Γ) = O(1).
Otherwise, σi(Γ) = Θ(P ) for some i and we have that
log det (IT +Γ) =
∑T
i=1 log σi = Θ(logP ).
2) Proof that tr
(
(IT + X
′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
= O(1) if
Span(X ) = Span(X ′) and Θ(P ) otherwise: We expand
X H(I +X ′X ′
H
)−1X
=X H
(
I −X ′(I +X ′HX ′)−1X ′H
)
X
=DW H
(
IT−W ′D ′H(IT+D′W ′HW ′D′H)−1D′W ′H
)
WDH
=DDH −D
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
D ′
H
(
IT+D
′D ′
H
)−1
D ′
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
DH
=DDH −
[
P 2T 2D1D
′H
1
(
Ir +D
′
1D
′H
1
)−1
D ′1D
H
1 0
0 0
]
where D1 and D
′
1 contain the first r columns of D and D
′
,
respectively. Thus,
tr
(
(I +X ′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
= tr
(
D2D
H
2
)
+ tr
(
D1D
H
1 −D1D ′H1
(
Ir +D
′
1D
′H
1
)−1
D ′1D
H
1
)
= ‖D2‖2F + tr
((
Ir +D
′
1D
′H
1
)−1
DH1D1
)
,
where D2 contains the last M1 + M2 − r columns of D .
Since
(
Ir + D
′
1D
′H
1
)−1  (1 + σmin(D ′H1D ′1))−1I where
σmin(D
′H
1D
′
1) is the smallest eigenvalue of D
′H
1D
′
1, we have
that
‖D2‖2F ≤ tr
(
(I +X ′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
≤ ‖D2‖2F +
‖D1‖2F
1 + σmin(D
′H
1D
′
1)
.
If Span (X ) = Span
(
X ′
)
, we have r = M1 +M2 and thus
D2 is an empty matrix. Therefore,
tr
(
(I+X ′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
≤ ‖D1‖
2
F
1 + σmin(D
′H
1D
′
1)
= O(1).
Otherwise, r < M1 + M2 and ‖D2‖2F = Θ(P ), thus
tr
(
(I +X ′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
= Θ(P ).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Due to the symmetry, it is enough to focus on d12(X ).
Let us rewrite X ′1X
′H
1 +X 2X
H
2 = X 12X
H
12 where X 12 :=[
X ′1 X 2
] ∈ X . Then, the trace in (9) becomes
tr
(
X H1
(
IT +X 12X
H
12
)−1
X 1
)
= tr
(
X H1X 1
)− tr(X H1X 12(IT +X H12X 12)−1X H12X 1)
= PT − tr(X H1UΣ(IT +Σ2)−1ΣU HX 1),
where X 12 = UΣV
H
with U ∈ Cr×T , V ∈ C2M×r being
orthogonal matrices, and r being the rank of X 12; Σ is a
diagonal matrix with the r singular values of X 12 in decreas-
ing order. Then, since
(
IT + Σ
2
)−1  (1 + σ2min(X 12))−1I
with σ2min(X 12) being the minimum non-zero singular value
of X 12, we have
tr
(
X H1
(
IT +X 12X
H
12
)−1
X 1
)
≥ PT − (1 + σ2min(X 12))−1tr (X H1UΣΣU HX 1)
= PT − (1 + σ2min(X 12))−1 ∥∥X H12X 1∥∥2F
= PT − (1+σ2min(X 12))−1(‖X ′H1X 1‖2F+‖XH2X 1‖2F ). (21)
From (21), the key is to find a lower bound on the non-zero
singular value σmin(X 12). The following lemma is useful for
that purpose.
Lemma 3. Let Q :=
[
Im Am×n
AHm×n In
]
be positive semidefinite.
Then, the m+ n eigenvalues of Q are
1 + σ1(A), . . . , 1 + σmin{m,n}(A), 1, . . . , 1,
1− σmin{m,n}(A), . . . , 1− σ1(A).
Proof. The singular value decomposition ofA leads to a block
diagonalization ofQ with 2×2 blocks. The result then follows
immediately.
Applying Lemma 3 to the matrix Q = MPTX
H
12X 12 with
A = MPTX
′H
1X 2, we see that the minimum non-zero eigen-
values of Q is 1 − σk( MPTX ′
H
1X 2) if there exists at least
one singular value of MPTX
′H
1X 2 strictly smaller than 1 and
σk(
M
PTX
′H
1X 2) is the largest among such values. Otherwise,
if all singular values of MPTX
′H
1X 2 are 1, the minimum non-
zero eigenvalue of Q is two. In any case, the minimum non-
zero eigenvalue of Q is lower boundedby 1− ‖ MPTX ′1X H2‖ ≥
1−M√c. Hence, σ2min(X 12) ≥ PT
(
1
M −
√
c
)
. Plugging this
into (21) yields (14).
APPENDIX D
THE CONSTELLATION NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION
Recall the (approximate) constellation optimization
min
X=X1×X2
ǫ log
∑
X 6=X ′∈X
exp
(
− f(X,X
′)
ǫ
)
, (22)
where Xk = {
√
PTcki}|Xk|i=1 ⊂ G(CT , 1) with
ck1, ck2, . . . , ck|Xk| being unit-norm vectors, k ∈ {1, 2},
a joint symbol X ∈ X is formed as X = [x1 x2] for
x1 ∈ X1 and x2 ∈ X2, and f(X,X ′) is customized
according to the considered criterion. This smooth
optimization is, however, jointly over multiple points on
the Grassmannian of lines. To tackle this, we construct the
matrix C := [c11 . . . c1|X1| c21 . . . c2|X2|] ∈ CT×(|X1|+|X2|),
then C belongs to the oblique manifold OB(T, |X1| + |X2|)
defined as
OB(n,m) :={
M = [v1 . . . vm] ∈ Cn×m : ‖v1‖ = · · · = ‖vm‖ = 1
}
.
The oblique manifold OB(n,m) can be seen as an embedded
Riemannian manifold of Cn×m endowed with the usual inner
product, or as the product manifold of m unit spheres in CT .
Then, the optimization problem (22) can be reformulated as a
single-variable optimization on this oblique manifold as
min
C∈OB(T,|X1|+|X2|)
ǫ log
∑
X=
√
PT [c1i c2l ]
6=X ′=√PT [c1j c2m]
exp
(
− f(X,X
′)
ǫ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:g(C)
.
To solve this, we need to compute the Riemannian gradient of
the function g(C ) on the manifold. According to [16, Sec.3.6],
the Riemannian gradient can be computed by projection as
∇Rg(C ) = (IT −CC H)∇Eg(C ),
where ∇Eg(C ) is the Euclidean gradient of g(C ), which is
given by
[
∂g(C)
∂c11
. . . ∂g(C)∂c1|X1|
∂g(C)
∂c21
. . . ∂g(C )∂c2|X2|
]
with
∂g(C)
∂ckn
= −
( ∑
X 6=X ′∈X
exp
(
− f(X,X
′)
ǫ
))−1
×
∑
X=
√
PT [c1i c2l]
6=X ′=√PT [c1j c2m],
kn∈{1i,1j,2l,2m}
exp
(
− f(X,X
′)
ǫ
)∂f(X,X ′)
∂ckn
.
In our proposed criteria, f(X,X ′) is given by
f(X,X ′) :=
{
1
NE
[
L(X→X ′)], for the criterion (7),
tr
(
(IT+X
′X ′
H
)−1XX H
)
, for the criterion (8).
Essentially, we would like to compute the derivative of
d(X → X ′) = tr
((
IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1
XX H
)
(the deriva-
tive of tr
((
IT +X
′X ′
H
)−1)
is similar) and ψ(X,X ′) :=
log
det
(
IT+X
′X ′H
)
det(IT+XXH)
. With X =
√
PT [c1i c2l] and X
′ =
√
PT [c1j c2m], after some manipulations, we have that:
∂d(X→X ′)
∂c1n
=


2
(
1
PT IT+c1jc
H
1j+c1nc
H
1n
)−1
c1n, if n = i,
2
(
cH1nA
−1(c1icH1i+c2lc
H
2l)A
−1c1n(IT+A−1)
(1+cH1nA
−1c1n)2
− A−1(c1icH1i+c2lcH2l)A−1
1+cH1nA
−1c1n
)
c1n,
with A := 1PT IT + c2mc
H
2m, if n = j.
∂d(X→X ′)
∂c2n
=


2
(
1
PT IT+c2mc
H
2m+c2nc
H
2n
)−1
c2n, if n = l,
2
(
cH2nB
−1(c2lcH2l+c1ic
H
1i)B
−1c2n(IT+B−1)
(1+cH2nB
−1c2n)2
− B−1(c2lcH2l+c1icH1i)B−1
1+cH2nB
−1c2n
)
c2n,
with B := 1PT IT + c1jc
H
1j , if n = m.
and ψ(X,X ′) = log Q−|c
H
1ic2l|2
Q−|cH1jc2m|2
with Q :=
(
1 + 1PT
)2
,
∂ψ(X,X ′)
∂c1n
=

2
c2lc
H
2l
Q−|cH1nc2l|2
c1n, if n = i,
2
c2mc
H
2m
Q−|cH1nc2m|2
c1n, if n = j.
∂ψ(X,X ′)
∂c2n
=

2
c1ic
H
1i
Q−|cH1ic2n|2
c2n, if n = l,
2
c1jc
H
1j
Q−|cH1jc2n|2
c2n, if n = m.
For X1 = argmaxX1 d12(X ) and X2 = argmaxX2 d21(X ) in
the alternating optimization, the gradients are computed in a
similar way to d(X→X ′).
With the gradient computed, we employ the manopt tool-
box [14] to solve the optimization with gradient descent on
the manifold.
